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1. Introduction

Consider two families with different reference groups, a rich

one and a poor one, let us say. Most likely the family with the rich

reference group will feel that it needs more income to make ends meet

than the family with the poor reference group. Suppose the income ear-

ners in both families lose their job and consequently they apply for

welfare benefits. Should the welfare benefits for the two families

differ because they have different needs?

Probably many people wíll say "no" to thís question. But in a

sliqhtly different context they might say "yes": In the European Commu-

nity, people from different countries require different incomes (in real

terms) to make ends meet. Part of these differences are due to the

different standards of living in the various countries. In other words,

people from the dífferent countries have different reference groups. If

we would choose to ignore these variations in needs and set one poverty

line for the entire European Community, an income maintenance policy

based on it would probably turn the welfare recipients in the poor

member countries into sudden "nouveau riche".

Next consider two families with different income histories, who

both apply for welfare benefits. Is the f amily that used to be rich, and

therefore needs more money to make ends meet, entitled to a higher level

of benefits than the family that has always been poor?

Aqain, many people may inítially answez "no" to this question.

But a fact is that for instance unemployment benefits in a number of

western countries are related to previous earnings and decrease over

time. At least one explanation for such a set-up is that one wants to
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give people time to adjust their needs.

These two examples suggest that at least sometimés policy makers

acknowledge that poverty is a relative concept, in that it is related to

the standard of living of the society one lives in and to prevíous

incomes. If one takes for granted that poverty is at least partly rela-

tive the question naturally arises how a poverty line (or an íncome

maintenance policy built on it) should be related to the standard of

living in society and haw account should be taken of previous incomes.

In this paper we employ a model that takes poverty to be entire-

ly relative. We present evidence on the empirical validity of the model,

which explains variations across families and over time of two subjec-

tive measures of well-being. One measure ís the individual welfare

functíon of income developed by Van Praag (1968, 1971). The second one

is a measure of how much an individual feels he (or she) needs to make

ends meet, introduced by Goedhart et al. (1977). Based on both subjec-

tive measures is a definition of a poverty line. Using the model for the

explanation of the subjective measures, one can trace out the effects of

various forms of income maintenance policy on individual well-being.

Conversely, using the model and the corresponding poverty line defini-

tions, one can devise income maintenance policies that are ín some sense

optimal. Both avenues are pursued in this paper.

In Section 2 we present the subjective measures and the poverty

line definitions based on them. In Section 3 we present the model which

explains the variations of these measures over tíme as a consequence of

variations in family size, own household income and incomes ín one's

reference group. The model is estimated on the basís of a longitudinal

household survey in The Netherlands. The estimation results are presen-

ted in Section 4. Taking the model for granted, we explore in Section 5
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the optímality and consequences of dífferent forms of income maintenance

policies. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks.

As always, the analysis in the paper is subject to various

qualifications and limitations. Ttao of them are worth mentioning at the

start. First, although we use words like "utílity", "well-being", "wel-

fare", "satisfaction" freely and interchangeably, these words have the

very restrictive meaning implied by the two subjective measures used.

Secondly, the only source of well-being considered ís cash after tax

family income. The limitations of such a narrow concept of economic

resources are well enouqh known (cf., eg., Moon and Smolensky 1978) and

future work should use more elaborate concepts.
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2. T~ao Poverty Líne Definitions

2.1. The Subjective Poverty Líne

The respondents to the survey used in this paper, were asked the

following question (in Dutch):

"Which after tax family i ncome would you i n your circumstances

consider to be absolutely minimal? That i s to say that you would

not be able to make ends meet with less".

Absolutely minimal: Dfl. ..... per .....

We shall refer to this question as the Minimum Income Question (MIQ). A

respondent's answer to the MIQ is referred to as his ( or her) minimum

income, ymin' This minimum income is a subjective quantity that will

probably depend on the respondent's characteristics, like his income,l

family composition,2 income in the reference group, etc. We wríte

ymín - ymin (y'x) '

where y is the respondent's income and x is a vector of other characte-

ristics influencing Ymin' Relation (2.1) is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fi~ure 1 about here

The lines labelled I, II and III represent three versions of

(2.1) correspondinq to three different x-vectors. Generally, íf x
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changes, the relation between Ymin and y will change, as illustrated,

Let us concentrate on one particular value of x, say the value of x

which leads to the solid line I. Note the special role played by the

intersection point, A, of line I and the 45' line. At point A we have
~ ~that Ymin - y- Let us call that income Ymín' so that ymin satisfíes

(2.2) ~ ~
ymin - ymin (ymin'x)'

Any individual with characteristics vector x whose íncome y is
~below Ymin is not able to make ends meet and any individual with the

same vector of characteristics and an income in excess of Ymin is. If

y a ymin' íncome is just enough to make ends meet. All this makes ymin
a natural candídate for a definition of a poverty line for any indívi-
dual with characteristícs vector x(cf. Van Praag et al. 1980).

There is an alternative motivation to take Ymin as a definition
of a poverty line. Consider an individual with income y. His response to
the MIQ is Ymin' representing what he feels to be the minimum amount,
that will allow him to just make ends meet. Now imagine that we actually
take Y- ymin away from him. Then at first he wil consider y - y asmín
minimal but after a while he will get used to the income level y and
according to (2.1) he will now consider Ymin as minimal. If we next take

y- ymin away from him, he will first consider his new income to be
minimal but after a while his minimum income will be below his actual
income. We can continue to take away income from this individual and his

ymin
~will keep adjusting until we have reached

Ymin' (Later on we will

have more to say about the dynamics of the adjustment of ymin)' We may
describe this adaptation process by saying that the individual makes
mistakes about his minimum income, because his actual income differs

~
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~
from his minimum. Only at ymin no errors arise because the respondent's

actual income is equal to his minimum income. It is thís interpretation
~

which led Goedhart et al. (1977) to adopt ymin as their definition of a

poverty line.
~

ymin depends on x, so we can have as many different poverty

lines as there are different values of x. Thus we have ímplicitly defi-

ned poverty equivalence scales for different values of x. Both Danziger

et al. (1981) and Colasanto et al. (1983) have used this approach to

deríve poverty lines with equivalence scales accounting for differences

in family size, sex of the family head, age of the family head (under or

over 65), and whether or not a household lives on a farm. Below, x will

be specified to include past incomes, reference group incomes, and

family sizes.
~

It is worth noting that ymin depends only on what people them-

selves consider to be minimal. There are no interpersonal utílíty compa-

rísons involved and the approach ís subjective in the sense that a

poverty line is not defined in terms of some prespecified commodíty

bundle that a household should be able to afford. It is only the respon-

dent's own opinion on what is minimally needed that is the basis for

this definition. This puts a heavy burden on the wording of the question

and it involves the assumption that somehow "make ends meet" has the

same meaning to everyone, at least approximately. Although this is an

important issue that merits more research, it will not be specified in

this paper.
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2.2. The Leyden Poverty Line

In the panel survey used in this paper, respondents have been

asked the followinR so-called Income Evaluation Question (IEQ):

"WhaE after tax family income would very bad Dfl. .....

you consider, in your circumstances, bad Dfl. .....

to be very bad? And bad, insufficient, ínsufficíent Dfl. .....

suffícient, good and very good?" sufficient Dfl. .....

good Df 1. . . . . .

Please enter an amount on each line very good Dfl. .....

Care has been taken that before answering the MIQ and the IEQ, the

respondent has gained a good understanding of the notion of after tax

family income. Actually the respondent has been asked to compute his own

after tax family income.

A hypothetical response has been plotted in Fig. 2.

Figure 2 about here

The verbal labels "very good", "good", etc. have been associated with

the midpoints of six equal intervals that partition the [0,1)-interval.

Thus the verbal scale "very bad", "bad", ..., "very good" is transformed

into a numerical scale 1~12, 3~12, ..., 11~12.

Given this procedure, one can fit a smooth function through the six

points. According to a theory advanced by Van Praag (1968), the points

should approximately lie on a lognormal distribution function
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Tests by Van Herwaarden and Kapteyn (1981) indicate a good fit for the

lo~normal function.

The lognormal function, dubbed the individual Welfare Function

of Income (WFI) (Van Praag 1971), describes a relation between income

levels (on the horizontal axis) and welfare levels (on the vertical

axis). Our use of the term '4aelfare levels" means no more and no less

than the numbers between zero and one which have been associated with

the verbal labels in the IEQ. Whether respondents themselves associate

the verbal labels with equal intervals on a numerical scale, has been

investigated by Buyze (1982) and Antonides et al. (1980). Their conclu-

sion is that the intervals are not exactly equal, but that they are not

dramatically different. For the present paper, both lognormality and the

equal interval asstunption are maíntained hypotheses.

The lognormal function is completely determined by its para-

meters u and o. The parameter u is a location parameter; exp(u) is the

income level evaluated by 0.5. Thus, the larger u(or exp(u), for that

matter) is, the more income one needs to attain a certaín welfare level.

The parameter a determines the slope of someone's WFI. The larger o is,

the flatter a WFI will be. The parameters U and o are easily estimated

per respondent by fittíng a lognormal function through the scatter of

points in Figure 1(see, e.q., Van Hetwaarden and Kapteyn 1981, for

details).

Once WFI's are measured per respondent, poverty lines can be

derived from them on the basis of the follawing argument: poverty is a

situation with a low level of welfare. SettinR a poverty line amounts to

a choice of a point on a welfare scale such that everyone with a welfare

level below that point is called poor and everyone with a higher welfare

level is called nonpoor. Which welfare level should be the dividing line
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between a state of poverty and of non-poverty is a political decision.

Suppose that politicions decide that a is the welfare level (measured on

a[0,1]-scale) defining the poverty line ( e.g., a- 0.45) and let U(y)

be the WFI of a particular índividual, whose WFI-parameters are u and

a. Then this individual is poor or nonpoor depending on whether or not

(2.3) U(y) ~ a .

Given the lognormal specification of U(y), (2.3) is equivalent

with

(2.4) A(y ~ u,Q) ~ a ,

where A(.; u,Q) is the lognormal distribution function with parameters u

and a. Equation (2.4) is in turn equivalent with

(2.5) N([lny-u]~a ; 0,1) ~ a ,

where N(.;0,1) is the standard normal distribution function.

Define u bya

(2.6) a - N(ua ; 0,1) ,

i.e. ua is then a-quantile of the normal distribution. Then (2.5) is

equivalent with

(2.7) [1nY-u)Ia ~ u .a
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So, gíven y and Q, ít is easy to determine which income is required to

make an individual nonpoor. The poverty line is simply

(2.8) Y - eXp~V f a.ua~ .

It turns out, however, that both u and a depend on íncome y and on other

characteristics x, in a way to be specified in the next sectíon. So this

poverty line becomes dependent on x, just líke the subjective poverty

line.

A concluding word on terminology is in order here. In Goedhart

et al. (1977) where the subjective poverty line was introduced, the

definition above was only mentioned in passing as "an alternative

method". Since the choíce of a has to be a political one, Van Praag et

al. (1980) dubbed this poverty line a"politically determined poverty

line", which terminology was also adopted by Colasanto et al. (1983).

Since, in the end, the adoption of any poverty line involves political

decisions, the term "politically determined" is unfortunate. Van Praag

et al. (1982) call thís poverty line the "Leyden Poverty Line", refez~

rinR to the fact that at the time of writing all four authors of Goed-

hart et al. (1977) were working in Leyden. Of course, this does not

distinguish it form the subjective poverty line, but at least the name

"Leyden Poverty Line" is sufficiently uninformative to avoid confusion

with other approaches. Hence we adopt this name here.
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3. Determinants of U, o and ymin

3.1. Determinants of u and o

The model for the explanation of u and o follow straightforward-

ly from a theory of preference formation put forward in Kapteyn (1977).
Recent investi~;ations into the theory's validity are Kapteyn et al.
(1980) and Van de Stadt et al. (1983).

Specialized to the present context, the theory amounts to the
hypothesis that an individual's WFI is nothing else than a perceived
income distribution. That is, an individual evaluates any income level
by its ranking in the income distribution he perceives. This perceived
income distribution summarizes the incomes the individual has experien-
ced over his lifetime. These incomes may be his own past incomes or his
present income, or they may be past or present incomes in his reference

group. The idea of a perceived íncome distribution can be somewhat
formalized as f ollows.

Let there be N individuals in society. Time is measured in
years, t--~,...,0, where t- 0 represents the present. At each moment
of time an individual n(n - 1,...,N) ís assumed to assign non-negative
reference weights wnk(t) to any individual k in society (k - 1,...,N),
N
~k-1 wnk(t) - 1. The reference weights i ndicate the importance indivi-

dual n attaches to the income of individual k at time t. Obviously,
quite a few of the wnk(t) will be zero. On the other hand, wnn(t), i.e.,
the weight that indivídual n attaches to his own income at time t, may
be substantial. The set of individuals with wnk(t) ~ 0, k~ n, will
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sometimes be referred to as n's social reference Rroup at time t.

Furthermore, let yk(t) be the income of individ~al k at time t.

The reference weíghts now allow for the definition of a perceived income

distribution at time t. Denote thís function by Fn(yIt), then its defi-

nítion is

(3.1) F (y ~t) - E w (t).
n ~k~yk(t) ~ yt nk

The Fn(ylt) for any t can be aggregated to one presently perceived
income distribution, Fn(y). To that end a non-negative memory function

an(t) is íntroduced, whích descibes individual n's weighting of perceí-

ved income over time,

0
(3.2) E an(t) ~ 1 , n- 1,...,N.

t--~

The presently perceived distribution functíon Fn(y) can now be defined

as

0
(3.3) Fn(Y) - E an(t) Fn(YIt).

t- -~

As indicated above, the preference formation theory claims that
this perceived income distribution equals the utility function Un(y) of
the individual.

The development of the argument so far has been in terms of
individual income, whereas our data refer to family income (cf. the
wording of the survey questions above). It may be expected that a family
with children needs more income than a single person to reach the same
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utility level, so it stands to reason to reformulate the preference

formation theory in terms of incomes per equivalent adult (or per capíta

as we will often say). Let fk(t) be the number of equivalent adults in

family k at time t. The income per equivalent adult in this family at

time t is denoted by

(3.4) Yk(t) - Yk(t)Ifk(t).

The reformulation of Un(y) ín terms of per capita incomes

amounts to a transformation of the income scale: y is replaced by y-
uu n

f and e n by ef . Consequently,
n n

(3.5) Un(Y) ~ N(lny; Vn, an) - N(ln(f); un - ln fn, on)
n

- N(ln Y~ vn. on) - Un(Y) .

Replacing yk(t) and y in (3.1) and (3.3) by yk(t) and y, we obtain the
perceived distribution of per capita incomes F(y).n

The theory of preference formation now states

(3.6) Un(Y) - Fn(Y) : n~ 1,...,N ; y E[0,~).

Equation (3.6) implies that utility is a completely relative

concept. The utility of a certain income per equivalent adult is obtai-

ned by comparing it with the perceived distribution of incomes per

equivalent adult.
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As it stands, (3.6) is hardly operatíonal, because Fn has not

been specified. Also for the purpose of policy simulations, the main

goal of this paper, we have to be more specific. Altogether we will have

to introduce quite a few new symbols before the model is in a form

suitable for estimation and simulation.

Denote the first log-moment of F(y) by m.n n

m 0 N
(3.7) mn z J ln y dFn(y) - E an(t) E wnk(t) ln yk(t) .

0 t--~ k-1

The equality of the two distribution functions U and F im-n n
plies the equality of the first log-moments:

(3.8) un - ln fn -~- mn f en

0 N
L ln fn -!- E an( t) E wnk( t) ln yk( t) f en .

t~-W k~l

Also the second log-moments of U and F have to be equal:n n

2 0 N ~ ~ 2(3.9) on - E an(t) E wnk(t) [ln yk(t) - mn] f dn ,.
t--~ k-1

The measurement errors in un and an and errors in the equations are

taken into account by means of the i.i.d. distributed disturbance terms

en and dn, wíth zero means and variances oé and vá.

Although (3.8) and (3.9) relate observable variables on the left

hand side to observable variables on the right hand side, there are

still far too many parameters, in particular the reference weights

wnk(t), that would have to be estimated. So we need further simplifica-

tions. First of all we assume that w(t) ís the same for all indivi-nn
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duals and constant over time, i.e., all individuals give themselves the
same constant weight. We write S2 - wnn(t) and R3 - E Wnk(t) - 1-~'k~n 2The function ln fk(t) ís specified ad g0 f gl ln fsk(t) where fsk(t) is
the number of inembers of famíly k at time t. The memory function an(t)
is assumed to be the same for everyone and is specified as a(t) ~n-t(1-a)a . Furthermore, we define

(3.10) qnk(t) - wnk(t)I63 , k ~ n

- 0 , k - n

(3.11) mn(t) - E qnk(t) lnyk(t) ,
k

(3.12) hn(t) - k qnk(t) lnfk(t) - RO f B1{E qnk(t) lnfsk(t)} -
k

- BO t gl hsn(t) ,

where hsn(t) is defined implicitly. So, mn(t) and hs (t) are the log-n
means of incomes and family sizes in famíly n's social reference group
at time t.

All this makes it possible to rewrite (3.8) as

0(3.13) un ~ lnfn f(1-a) B a-t(g2{lnyn(t) - lnfn(t)} ft--m

} S3{mn(t) - hn(t)}l f E n

Next we apply the Koyck transformation and use the expression for lnfn
to write (3.13) in lagged form as follows:
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(3.14) un - [1-82(1-a)jBl lnfsnagl lnfsn(-1)fg2(1-a)lnyntg3(1-a)mn

- S3(1-a)S1 hsn f aun(-1) f en - aen(-1).

Going through a similar derívation regarding Q2 we find thatn
(3.9) can be rewritten as

(3.15) 02 - 6(1-a)d2 f S(1-a)s2 ~- g g2(1-a)r2 - 26 B(1-a)cn 2 n 3 n 3 1 n 3 1 n

f aRn f asi pn - 2a S1 wn ~- aan(-1) f dn - adn(-1) ,

where

(3.16) dn ~ (lnyn - ~n)2

(3.17) ~ - u - En n n

(3.18) sn - E qnk(lnyk - ~n)2
k

(3.19) rn a E qnk(lnfsk-lnfsn)2
k

(3.20) cn 3 ~ qnk(lnyk-~n)(lnfsklnfsn)
k

(3.21) kn - [~n ~n(-1)]2

(3.22) ~ (- 1) ~ y (-1) - e (-1)n n n
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(3.23) pn ~ [lnfsn-lnfsn(-1)]2

(3.24) ~n - [~n-~n(-1) ) [lnfsn-lnfsn(-1) ]

Some details of the joint maxímum líkelihood estimation of
(3.14) and (3.15) are given in Appendix A. Here we mention one aspect

that will play a role in the simulations. In (3.14) and (3.15) there are

still various quantities that involve the unknown reference weights.

Consider, for example, m defined by (3.11). We have constructed a proxyn
for m as follaws. The sample is partitioned i nto groups of individualsn
who share certain characteristics, i. e. within a group i ndíviduals have
the same education level, are of about the same age and have a similar
employment status ( see the next section for the exact definition of the
characteristics). We call such groups social ~;rc~~zps. Let the unweighted
mean log-income in the social group of individual n be equal to y~. Thenn
we assume that we can write

~
(3.25) mn - K.n ~- (1-K) yn f un ,

where r1 is mean log-income in society, un is an error term independent
~

of yn and K an unknown parameter which is to be estimated along with the

other parameters in the model.

The parameter K measures what share of the reference group of

individual n lies wíthin his social group. If K- 0, the social group

comprises the reference group and íf K- 1, the socíal group is irrele-

vant for the determination of the reference group of the individual. In

Van de Stadt et al. (1983) explícit assumptions are made which justify

the approximation (3.25). For the other variables in (3.14)-(3.15)
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involving qnk, approximations analogous to (3.25) have been employed.

3.2. Determinants of ymin'

There does not exist a theory from which a model for the expla-

nation of ymin is readily derived. One tempting approach is to assume

that ymin corresponds to a point on the welfare scale, i.e. any respon-

dent associates "making ends meet" with a utílíty level u, say.4 Analo-

~ous to (2.8) we would find for the minimum income of indivídual n,

ymin,n'

(3.26) lnymin n - un } on'z '~

where z satisfíes u- N(z; 0,1).

Relations (3.14) and (3.15) could be combined with (3.26) and we could

estimate the three equations jointly. Since, (3.26) would add further

nonlinearities to an already complicated model we prefer the simpler

assumption

(3.27) lnymin n - un - YO 's

with Y~ an unknown constant to be estimated; (3.27) implíes that ymin,n
is a constant fraction of exp(un). Thís immediately allows us to derive

for lnymin n a relation like (3.14), with un and un(-1) replaced by.
lnymin,n and

lnymin n(-1) respectively. We will estimate this equation.
jointly with (3.14) and (3.15), but we also test (3.27) by testing

whether the parameters in the ymin equation have the same value as in

the y and o2 equation.
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4. Data and Estimation Results

The data consists of the first three waves of a panel of 616

households in The Netherlands. The main breadwinner of each household

was interviewed in March 1980 and the same person was reinterviewed in

March of 1981 and 1982. The items in the questionnaire included the IEQ,

the MIQ, after tax family income, family composition and a number of

demographic and socio-economic characteristics. Three of the characte-

ristics were used to construct the social groups mentioned in the pre-

vious section: education, employment status, age. Five education levels

are distinguished, three states of employment (self-employed, employee,

not employed), and five age bracket (less than 30, 30-39, 40-49, 50-65,
over 65). This leads to maximum of 5.3.5 - 75 social groups, 51 of which

are represented in the sample.

On the basis of this information (3.14), (3.15) and the Ymiri
equation analogous to (3.14) have been estimated by means of the LISREL-

program (see Appendix A for details). A test has been carried out of the

hypothesis that the parameters S1, g2, a, K are the same for the Ymin
equation and (3.14)-(3.15) (this equality of parameters implies (3.27)).

The results of the estimations with and without imposition of equality

of parameters are ~iven in Table 1.
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Table 1. Estimation results (asymptotic standard errors in parentheses).

Parameter

a

sl

s2

63

K

(3.14)-(3.15) Ymin-equation (3.14)-(3.15)

and Ymin
equation

combined

0.36 0.36 0.37

(0.05) (0.06) (0.05)

0.17 0.21 0.17

(0.04) (0.05) (0.04)

0.67 0.70 0.67

(o.lo) (0.12) (o.lo)
0.33 0.30 0.33

(0.10) (0.12) (0.10)

0.79 0.89 0.81

(0.15) (0.18) (0.15)

Number of
observations 616 616

Degrees of
freedom 28 32

2
X 33.96 37.89

The first two columns of Table 1 contain the parameter estimates

for the case where (3.14)-(3.15) and the yminequation are estimated

jointly, but without imposition of equality restrictions on the para-

meter in (3.14)-(3.15) on the hand and the Yminequation on the other
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hand. The last column contains parameter estimates under the restriction

that a, B1, B2, 63, K1 are identical in (3.14)-(3.15) and the ymin
equation. According to the X2-statistic the restrictions are not re-

jected by the data at any reasonable level of significance. Hence we

will use the numbers in this last column for the policy simulations.

Moreover, we maintain (3.27).

Although the meaning of the parameters will probably become

clearer when we turn to polícy analysis, a few interpretative comments

may be enlightening. The estimate of the memory parameter a implies that

the weights given to years 0, -1, -2, etc., are 0.64, 0.23, 0.08, 0.02,

0.01, 0.003, etc. Roughly speakíng, the horizon is about 5 years.

The estimates of 62 and 63 suggest that one's own past incomes

have about twice as much influence on one's present needs (as reflected

by u and ymin) than the incomes of others. Referring back to (3.25), the

estimate of K indicates that the social groups as we defined them are

rather poor proxies of the reference groups of indíviduals; we cannot

reject the hypothesis that K- 1. Although we would have liked to have

better proxies, the standard errors of the other parameter estimates

indicate that these parameters have been estimated with acceptable

reliability.

To conclude our brief discussion of the parameter estimates,

consider B1. Remember that the number of equivalent adults in a family,

fn, is specified as

(4.1) lnfn ~ BO f B1 lnfsn .
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This means that if the size of a family changes from fsl to fs2 say, íts
B

cost of livinq í ncreases by a factor (fs2~fs1) 1. The equivalence scale

implíed by this is given ín Table 2.

Table 2. Estimated equivalence scale

Family size Equivalence scale

1 0.79

2 0.89

3 0.95

4 1

5 1 .0 4

6 1.07

7 1.10

8 1.13

As was mentioned before, our model implies that welfare and

poverty are entírely relative. In their wellknown analyses of Gallup

poll data, Rainwater (1974) and Kilpatrick (1973) come to somewhat

contrasting conclusions. Rainwater finds that the Gallup-measure ("How

much does it take a family four in your community to get along?") is

completely relative, i.e, it rises proportional with median family

income in society. Kilpatrick finds that its elasticity with respect to

median family income is less than one. The difference between the two

authors' results is partly due to differences in method and in data. But

it is worth noticing that both studies are static. The Gallup-measure in

a given year is related to median family income in society in the same
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year, so no allowance is made for the effect of past incomes as in our

model. As wíll be seen in the next section, our model predicts that ymin
(which has a rather close relation with the Gallup measure) will tend to

be a smaller proportíon of inedian family income the faster incomes grow.

Thus, Kilpatrick's result that the income elastícity of the poverty line

falls to a lower level sometime after the war could possibly be explai-

ned by a change in the pace of economic grawth.
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5. Simulations

Given the empirical results reported in the previous section,

the two poverty line definitions ín Section 2 and some addítional poli-

tical assumptions, one can deríve various íncome maintenance schemes. In

this section, we take both the empirical results and the two poverty

líne definitíons for granted and explore the effect of various policy

decisions. We first consider some long term (steady state) implications

and next we turn to some dynamic aspects of the two poverty line defini-

tions.

As far as policy decisions are concerned we consider three possibili-

ties:

1. In the computation of the poverty line the actual reference group and

the actual income history are taken into account, i.e. (3.14)-(3.15)

and the analogous equation for ymin are used without adaptations.

2. Politicians do not want to honor differences ín reference groups, so

that income maintenance schemes are based on a hypothetical reference

Rroup, identical for everybody ( e.g., the whole socíety serves as a

reference group for everyone).

3. Politicians in addition ignore income histories, so that welfare

benefits vary only with family composition. In this case both the

incomes in the reference group and an individual's income hístory are

set at a hypothetical level.

We study the implícations of these different policy principles

for the two poverty line definitions introduced in Section 2. We also
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pay attention to the role played by the rate of economíc growth (or
decline). ~

Generally, the analysis will be carried out in per capíta terms,
i.e. in terms of family income per equivalent adult. This greatly sim-
plifies the algebra and it implies that poverty lines always compensate

fully for differences in family size. When appropriate, we pay some
attention to the welfare effects of not fully compensating for varia-
tions in family composition. We ígnore the error terms in the estimated
equations and the uncertainty in the parameter estimates.

5.1. Poverty Lines in a Steady State

5.1.1. The Subjective Definition

By hypothesis (not rejected by the data) there holds

(5.1) lnymin n - Un - YO '.

where Y~ has been estimated to be equal to 0.12, implying that ymin,n
equals 88~ of exp(u). Combining (3.14) and (5.1), and indicatíng per
capita variables by a tilde on top, one finds

(5.2) lnymin,n --Yp(1-a) f g2(1-a)lnyn t S3(1-a)mn f a lnymin,n(-1)

We define an income maintenance scheme based on the subjective defini-
tion as one where yn(t) - ymin n(t-1)' ~ alternative approach would be.
to set yn(t) equal to

ymin n(t)- However, we interpret the data in such~
a way that reported family income yn refers to the past period, whereas
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ymin,n refers to the present period. So someone is able to just make

ends meet if yn(t) ~ Ymin,n(t-1) since in that case actual family income

and stated minimum income refer to the same period and are equal. When-

ever yn(t) - ymin n(t-1j we shall indicate this by an asterisk.
.

To incorporate the possible effect of economic growth, let us

assume that median income in the reference group of individuai n grows

at a constant rate d. Settíng yn(t) - ymin n(t-1) in (5.2), it is easy
.

to shaw that Ymin n(t) and yn(t) converge to a steady state in which
.

both grow at the same rate d, provided that 0 ~ a~ 1 and 0 ~ 62 ~ 1. In

the steady state there holds in each period:

(5.3) lnyn - mn - S {Y~ f ida }
3

and

ti~ ti~
lnymín n - lnyn -F~ d .

,

The poverty line is simply a certain fraction of inedian income5 in the

reference group of índividual n. If politicians do not accept that

different people have different reference groups, but substitute, for

instance, n(median per capita income in society) for m, then then
poverty line i s a certain fraction of inedian income in society. In

either case differences i n family size are fully compensated. The dis-
~

tance of ymin to median income depends on S3. The more weight one gives
~ -to other people the closer Ymin n will be to mn (or n).~

If there is economic growth, d~ 0, the poverty line becomes a

smaller fraction of inedian income. The faster incomes grow, the greater

the relative distance between median income and the poverty line can be.
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If incomes go down (d ~ 0), the poverty line tends to be closer to the
median and ín fact íf d~-YO(1-a) the poverty line will even exceed the
median. For our parameter estimates this happens if d~-0.08. In view
of the model, thís makes perfect sense, because previous íncomes co-
determine one's mínimal needs and if incomes fall quickly enough not
even a median income earner will be able to make ends meet.

It is of interest to contrast this with political practice in
The Netherlands where in times of rising incomes the poverty line was
moved closer to the national median income and where in the present
sta~nation, the poverty line appears to fall slightly faster than median
income.

Politicians might decide that neither m nor n is the appropri-n
ate anchoring point in (5.3). It might be argued that poor people mainly
refer to other people who are poor as well, so that m in (5.3) shouldn
be replaced by lny~. Obviously, in that case the poverty line is notn
defined. This is according to expectation, because the model for the
explanation of ymin is relativistic, i.e. the reference group incomes
serve as an anchoring point. If these reference group incomes are them-
selves dependent on Ymin' there does not exist a well-defined equili-
brium anymore.

5.1.2. The Leyden Poverty Line

Rewrite (3.14) and (3.15) in per capita terms:

(5.4) un - B2(1-a) 1nYn f 63(1-a) mn -F a un(-1)
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( 5.5) an 3 82(1-a) án f 63( 1-a) sn f a Rn f a an(-1) .

As with the subjective defínition, we assume that mn grows at a constant

rate d. In addition, we assume that the log-variance of per capita ín-

comes i n the reference group T n -~ qnk(lnyk-mn)2 remains constant. We
k

assume that a measured WFI pertains to the present period whereas yn
(and mn) pertain to the previous period. A Leyden poverty line at time t

is then defined as an i ncome yn(t) satísfying lnyn(t) - yn(t-1) f

t u.a (t-1), with u chosen by policy makers (cf. (2.8)). One can showa n a
that under certain conditions (which are given below) y(t) and y(t)n n
converge to a steady state. In the steady state, lnyn, un, and an are the

solutions of the system

M

(5.6) Un a S2 lnyn } S3 mn - 1-a d

(5.7) an - 62(lnynun)2 -F s3(mnun)2 } g3 in } iaa d2

(5.8) lnyn - un - d f ua.Qn

Elimination of un and an from this system yields the followíng

quadratic equation in (lny - m ):n n

(5.9) x2 g3(g3-g2 u~) t 2S3 xz f( 1-u~ a2)z2 - uá(63 Tnfa.d.z) - 0,

a

where x-(lnyn-mn) and z- d~(1-a). The solution for lnyn is:
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1

-B z~-u ~B {(S a2-S u2a2~-B )z2-t(B -S u2)(B i2fa.d.z)}~2
(5.10) lnyn - mnf 3 a 3 3 2 a 2 3 2 a 3 n

63(63-62u~)

This solution has some i nteresting properties. First of all lny n
is monotonically i ncreasing i n ua, as long as 0~ s2 ~ 1 and 0~ a~ 1.

Secondly, there are vertical asymptots at ua -~ S3 and ua --,~ S3 . In
other words, we

from6

means

ponds

can let lnyn
2 2

vary from - m to f~ and u will vary onlya

- ~ S3 to d S3 . In view
2 2

that ua has to lie in the

of our estimates of S2 and S3, this

ínterval 1 1(- 2 ~2, 2,~2), whích corres-

to a range of welfare levels between 0.24 and 0.76. Thus it is
impossible to create a steady state in which someone is completely

satisfied or completely dissatisfied with his income!

The higher S2 is relative to S3, the smaller the range of attai-

nable welfare levels will be. The reason for this is that if the habít
formation parameter g2 is high, an individual adjusts her WFI strongly
to own income, so no matter how high (or low) her income is, the WFI
always catches up with it. It is doubtful, of course, whether the model
still holds true for extremely low values of yn, simply because below
some point, yn will be insufficient to purchase enough food to sustain a
biological minimum, which makes the notíon of a steady state itself
illusive. In any case, the results illustrate an important phenomenon:
The stronger habit formation is, the less scope there is for socio-
economic policy to influence welfare permanently.

In the third place, (5.10) implies that, similar to the subjeo-
tive poverty line, the Leyden poverty line will be closer to the median
(of either the reference group or society as a whole if politícians

replace m by n) if there is economic stagnation (d ~ 0, so z~ 0) thann
when there i s economic grawth.
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Finally let us consider two special cases. For a- 0.5, (so ua

: 0),(5.10) reduces to

.(5.11) lnyn - mn - B (laa)3

which is equivalent to (5.3) for YO - 0. For ó- 0(no economic growth),

(5.10) becomes

(5.12) lnyn - mn f a
1

( 63-62uá) 2

In this case the poverty line is a certain fraction of inedian reference

group income, where the fraction is smaller if u is smaller (assuminga
ua ~ 0) Tn is larger, and habit formation is stronger. So the poverty

líne is lower if politicians pick a lower welfare level as a cut-off

point, or if incomes in society are more dispersed, or if people pay

less attention to the incomes of others.

5.2. Dynamics

Let us now investigate some dynamic aspects of income mainte-

nance policies, maintaining the assumptions made above. The analysis in

this section is purely niunerical. We consider three representative

families. The first family comes from a social group with a high median

income; the second family comes from a social group with median income

equal to median income in the sample (we take the sample median as a

proxy for the median in the population); the third family belongs to a

social group with a low median income.
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For each family eight income paths are considered. The income

paths correspond to eiQht.different income maintenance policies. These

policies are characterized by three traits.

1. The policy ís either based on the Leyden poverty line, based on a

welfare level equal to 0.4, or on the subjective poverty line.

2. In setting the poverty line, eíther the actual reference Rroup of a

family is taken into account or the family is assigned the whole

society as a reference group.

3. Either the income maintenance policy is only based on steady state

values of all variables, or benefits also depend on one's income

history (we call the latter case "smooth adaptation").

These three traits define a complete design of eight different

incame maintenance policies. For each policy we also present the satis-

faction with income in each period. All analyses are in per capíta

terms. For some selected cases we will also present the.effects of not

compensating for differences in family size. The rate of economic

growth, á, is set at 0.02.

The eight dífferent income maintenance policies are presented by

means of four sets of diagrams. The first two sets refer to the Leyden

poverty line and the last two sets refer to the subjective poverty line.

The labels of the figures are self-explanatory.

In Fig. 3a the income-paths of the three families converge to

trajectories that are close to each other, but not identical because the

three families perceive slightly different income dispersions in their

reference group (rn, cf. (5.10)).

The corresponding utility levels, drawn in Fig. 3b, each conve~

ge to a constant, but this constant is highest for the family with the
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poorest reference group and lowest for the family with the richest

reference group. The only family that actually attains the prescribed

welfare level of 0.4, is the middle family for which actual and hypo-

thetical reference group coincide.

In Fíg. 3c the income paths do not converge to the same trajeo-

tory either, but the welfare paths in Fig. 3d do. If we would choose

T2 equal for everyone, then the income paths in Fig. 3a would converge
n

to the same trajectory, but not so in Fig. 3c. In this case we are faced

with a choice between equity in income-terms (Figs. 3a-3b) or equity in

welfare terms (Figs. 3c-3d), but in the latter case we have to accept

that different families receive different amounts of benefits, simply

because they happen to have different reference groups.~

The families in Figures 4a-4b are not given time to ad just to

their new income situation after they become eligible for benefits. The

benefit level is set at the steady state level (with a hypothetícal

reference group). As indicated by Fig. 3a, the steady states differ for

the three families because they experience a different dispersion of

incomes in their reference groups. The differences are small, though,

Figure 4b shows that the first few years are quite hard on the previous-

ly well-to-do family. The poorest of the three families enjoys an in-

crease in income and welfare, by entering the income maintenance pro-

gram.

Figures 4c-4d are similar to Figures 4a-4b. The first year

welfare dips of the well-to-do and median family are somewhat mitigated

in this case. After approximately S years the three families enjoy the

same welfare level. This equality of welfare levels is achíeved by

allotting different amounts of benefits to the three families.
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FiQures Sa-5b are quíte similar to 3a-3b. It so happens that, in

the steady state, the subjective poverty line corresponds to a utílity

level of only slightly less than 0.4, so that numerically the Leyden

poverty line and the subjective poverty line are close together. Agaín,

the choice for a hypothetical reference group causes the incomes of the

three famílies to converge to the same trajectory, but the utility

trajectories remain different. Fígures Sc-Sd show exactly the opposite

phenomenon (although the utility levels do not coincide completely, due

to differences in Tn).

Figures 6a-6b are similar to 4a-4b, but the welfare díps of the

previously non-poor famílies are even deeper. Since the subjective

poverty line comes out somewhat lower than the Leyden poverty line, the

poorest family now also experiences a fall in income and welfare.

Figures 6c-6d are similar to 6a-6b. Notice that taking into

account one's actual reference group leads to a somewhat less severe

welfare dip for the well-to-do family and a somewhat deeper dip for the

poor family.

Finally, Figures 7a-7d give income and utility-paths for the

same cases as considered in Figure 4a-4b, but now the income compensa-

tion is based on a family síze of three for every family, irrespective

of its size. In Figure 7a-7b we see what this means for a family of size

one, whilst Figure 7c-7d tell the story for a family of size eight. The

drawings are very much according to expectatíon. The one person house-

hold gets a bonus and the eight person family will have a hard time

makíng ends meet.
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6. Concluding Remarks

Given the model, one can símulate the effects of a variety of

income maintenance programs on the distribution of well-being (as measu-

red by our two subjective méasures) of program participants. At the

present stage, that would seem far too pretentious. The model is based

on a rather small longitudinal data set for one country and the specifi-

cation of family composition effects is primitive. More importantly, the

model does not have any behavioral relations.

However, the polícy simulations have revealed a number of issues

that have to be dealt with in the design of income maintenance policies.

These issues do not depend heavily on the correctness of the model, but

they do rest on the ass~ptions that poverty is at least partly rela-

tive. Let us bríefly summarize some of the issues.

Habit formulation. The policy principles embodied in the two poverty

line definitions require families to be able to make ends meet or to

attain some prescribed minimum welfare level. To be consistent with

these principles, we may have to pay very high initial compensations to,

for instance, a former top-executive of a firm that went bankrupt (lea-

ving aside the possibility that this man can draw from savings accumula-

ted in more prosperous times or from some kind of insurance policy).

Politically, such high initíal compensations will probably be considered

absurd. Yet, not paying these large sutns amounts to a policy that is

inconsistent in the sense that the basic principle is not applied to all

citizens. Former top-executives of bankrupt firms apparently get a very

small weight in the social welfare function. A punishment for his incom-

petent management of the firm?
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Reference groups. We have seen various instances where consistent appli-

cation of the polícy principles leads to different benefit levels for

people with different reference groups. If you have rich friends you are

entitled to more support. Politically, this is once again hard to ac-

cept. It might mean, for example, that blacks would in general receive

less income support than whites. But not taking reference groups into

account means that differences in utilíty persist (cf. Figures 3a-b, 4a-

b, 5a-b, 6a-b). If one conceives of a social welfare function as beíng

defined in terms of individual utilities, thís means that people get

less weight the richer their reference group is.

Which poverty line? Our analysis has been based on only two, perhaps

rather special, definitions of poverty. We believe that other defini-

tions would yield similar conclusions, as long as these allaca for a

relativistic component in poverty. As the Leyden poverty line and the

subjective poverty line lead to such similar results, there ís really

not much to choose between the two. The main difference between them is

that with the Leyden poverty line there is a degree of freedom left for

politicians, since they bear the responsibility of choosing the utility

cut-off point a. Whether politicians will appreciate having this respon-

sibility remains to be seen.

Family size. In the policy simulations we have paid little attention to

the effect of family size, because we took it for granted that most

people would agree that dífferences in the cost of living caused by

differences in family composition should be compensated for. Still one

could argue that habit formation, reference groups, and family size all

play the same role in that each of them influences parameters of the

utility function. The thing that sets f amily size apart ís probably the

term "cost-of-living" that lends it an objective nature. For the same



reason distinctions according to region or farm~non-farm are often

accepted as a basis for differentiatíng benefit levels. -

Of course "cost of living" is a rather arbitrary expressíon, It

refers to the income compensation that ís necessary to let families of

different composition attain the same level of well-being. Precisely

according to this definition, we can say that someone faces a high cost

of living because he or she has rich friends,
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Notes .

1) "Income" is defined in this paper as after tax family income.

2) "Family" and "household" are used as synonyms. When we talk about
"individuals" or "respondents" these are usually family heads. The

words "he" and "she" are used indíscriminately.

3) For convenience, we generally omit arguments equal to zero, so fn -

fn(0).

4) This would make the subjectíve poverty line and the Leyden poverty

line equivalent, except for the fact that in the subjective approach
the welfare level associated with the poverty line would not be

determined by politicians, but by the respondents themselves.

5) We call exp(mn) median per capita income in the reference group.

Strictly speaking this terminology is only correct if the geometric
means of incomes, mn, coincides with the median, like in the case
where incomes are lognormally distributed.

6) Notice that within this range for uq, the expression under the square

root sign in (5.10) is always non-negative.

7) We have equated equity with equality here, which is not necessarily

the best thing to do.
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Figure 1. The relation between mínimum income and actual income for different

values of x.

I'igure 2. A hypothetical response to the IEQ.
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